Matrix Comsec

Marketing Communication
COSEC (Time-Attendance and Access Control System)
About Feature:
•COSEC Application Software allows the creation of different shifts with a wide range of optional parameters.
•COSEC Application Software can generate unlimited shifts and these shifts can be part of multiple schedule groups.
•COSEC can generate up to 99 schedule groups to manage the workforce of any organization
Defining a New Shift in COSEC:
Description:
An administrator can generate different shifts with unique shift IDs. He can also define various Shift Parameters like:
•Shift Type
•Shift Start Time
•Shift End Time
•Break Start Time
•Break End Time
•Minimum Working Hours for Full Day
•Minimum Working Hours for Half Day
Grace Time is the period in which an employee is not considered late to office or leaving early from work. This grace time
can be defined for every shift for the Late In and Early Out parameters.
Defining a Schedule Group:
Description:
The Schedule Group allows the administrator to create different work weeks for each type of Employee or group of
employees. Each schedule group can include four different shifts. Additional parameters that can be defined for a
schedule group include, Week-off on Weeks, give additional flexibility to assign a second weekly holiday for any
employee.
The parameter Allow Access in Multiple Shifts lets the employee mark his attendance for multiple shifts of the schedule
groups. The option Deny Access on Holiday will deny access on holidays to the employees. The option Week-off Rotation
will make sure that the weekly holidays of employees keep rotating every week.
Benefits:
•Saves supervisor’s Time by Automating Shifts and Schedule Management
•Rotational Shifts let Employees Work on Multiple Shifts
•Grace Time Gives Additional Leniency in Marking Employee Attendance
•Better Planning of Workforce in the Organization
Target Audience:
•Corporate Offices
•Factories and Manufacturing Plants
•Educational Institutes
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•Hotels and Clubs
•Hospitals and Clinics
•Contact Centers
•Government Institutions
About Matrix
Established in 1991, Matrix is a leader in Telecom and Security solutions for modern businesses and enterprises. Matrix,
an innovative, technology driven and customer focused organization, is committed to keep pace with the revolutions in
the telecom and security industries. With more than 40% of its human resources dedicated to the development of new
products, Matrix has launched cutting-edge products like IP-PBX, Universal Gateways, VoIP Gateways and Terminals, GSM
Gateways, Access Control, Time-Attendance and Video Surveillance solutions. These solutions are feature-rich, reliable
and conform to the international standards. Having global footprints in Asia, Europe, North America, South America and
Africa through an extensive network of more than 1,000 channel partners, Matrix ensures that the products serve the
needs of its customers faster and longer. Matrix has gained trust and admiration of customers representing the entire
spectrum of industries. Matrix has won many international awards for its innovative products.
CONTACT US
Head Office: 394-GIDC, Makarpura, Vadodara-390010, India
Ph.: +91 265 2630555
E-Mail: More@MatrixComSec.com
Website: www.MatrixAccessControl.com
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